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Leadership is about
action and not about
position. A leader needs
to rally the team together
and bring out the best in
each member to achieve
performance goals. This
requires strong people
management skills to
communicate, motivate
and develop teams so
that each individual will
have a strong sense of
ownership and be willing
to give of their best for
the common purpose.

Today’s businesses operate in a volatile, uncertain,
complex and ambiguous environment. With pressure to
improve productivity and manage talent issues, the key
role that leaders must play is in shaping workplace
culture by cultivating the right environment for employee
engagement and performance.
This special publication is a compilation of ten success
stories of how companies have developed leaders at
every level in their organisations, and how individuals
have taken personal responsibility to equip themselves,
to ‘perform together as an orchestra’. They have all
leveraged on the Leadership & People Management
(LPM) Singapore Workforce Skills Qualifications (WSQ)
and Business Management (BM) WSQ competency-based
training programmes that WDA supports. If you would like
more information, please call us at 6883 5885 or visit
www.wda.gov.sg/lpm_wsq or www.wda.gov.sg/bm_wsq.
We trust that the stories will inspire you in your
leadership journey.

Mr. John Ng

Vice President,
Singapore National Employers Federation
Chief Executive Officer,
Singapore LNG Corporation Pte Ltd

Mr. Azzli Bin Jamain
Director

Creative & Professional Services Division
Singapore Workforce Development Agency
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You can force compliance
with your directions, you can
require obedience, but you can’t
mandate enthusiasm, creativity, fresh
thinking or inspiration.
Roger Nierenberg,

Maestro: A Surprising Story About Leading by Listening

LEADERSHIP LESSONS FROM
AN ORCHESTRA
The magical moment in an orchestra lies in the minute a
conductor walks onto the stage. The orchestra might be
warming up and rehearsing a second ago but after a certain
seemingly small gesture made by the conductor, out of chaos,
order. Noise becomes music.
Such splendid display of unity isn’t too different from a
professional environment. Business leaders can now take
inspiration from the arts. Getting an orchestra to produce a
solid masterpiece that moves the hearts of humanity is not
very different from influential leaders in a business setting
trying to unite diverse groups within their teams to work
towards a common goal. Sometimes, it can help to look for
solutions through a different lens – and an orchestra can
present a situation that many business leaders can learn from.
Roger Nierenberg, a veteran conductor, shows us how.
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It Is Not Dictatorship

It Is Teamwork

Having the best, the most talented
and the most dynamic employees
in your company is not enough.
Each would have their own vision
of what they want to achieve but as
a business leader, you will have to
find a way to keep the visions in
sync, yet be careful not to get in the
way. As leaders, you need to strive
to exert the minimum necessary
intervention. And when you share
your power with your people, you
end up acquiring more of it.

Musicians know that a masterpiece
stems from teamwork. For example,
first violins must synchronise the
angles of their bows. To the audience,
it may look like the divine has taken
over but really, it’s just teamwork.
Everyone is in sync and connected.
Even when directions change,
they will adjust accordingly and
spontaneously while remaining a
cohesive unit.

The Whole Is Greater
Than The Sum Of
Its Parts
Some instruments have more
‘interesting parts’ while some are
given the same repetitive notes to
play. But those repetitive notes give
the melody its form. You need to
have a wider perspective to oversee
the whole system to understand. If
the leader is aware of the difference
between the podium view and the
view from the chair, then it’s his or
her job to communicate to the team
what the podium’s viewpoint is.
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SingTel Group

– Asia’s Leading Communications Group
The SingTel Group offers a wide spectrum of
multimedia and infocomms technology (ICT)
solutions, including voice, data and video services
over fixed and wireless platforms. Headquartered in
Singapore, SingTel has played a pivotal role in the
country's development as a major communications
hub for more than 130 years.
The Group is a major communications player with
over 470 million customers in Asia and Africa through
its wholly owned entities SingTel, NCS and Optus as
well as strategic investments in five regional mobile
operators. SingTel also has investments in Bharti
Airtel (India), which has significant presence in
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Africa. The Group has a
vast network of offices in countries and territories
throughout Asia Pacific, Australia, Europe and the
U.S. SingTel employs more than 23,000 staff
worldwide and 10,000 staff in Singapore.
With contributions from SingTel and Capelle Academy
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SingTel is committed to ensuring all employees are
supported to reach their full potential. This serves
as SingTel’s imperative to invest in leadership
development to build strong leaders who are
committed to its success.
As the core competencies of the LPM WSQ
framework are reflective of SingTel’s defined
leadership competencies, SingTel was an early
adopter of LPM WSQ in 2009. SingTel has since
been partnering Capelle Academy to deliver the
programmes. To-date, more than 1,000 SingTel
People Managers (PMs) have been trained and
collectively, they have been awarded more than
2,000 WSQ Statement of Attainments (SOAs).
SingTel adopts LPM WSQ programmes to develop
its PMs as the programmes not only offer a
structured leadership roadmap for the consistent
development of all levels of SingTel’s PMs, but its
bite-sized competency-based modules allow for
in-depth coverage of the competencies. In addition,
the assessment of competencies ensures that
transfer of learning takes place. PMs also receive a
nationally-recognised certification that will enhance
their employability.

As the Executive
Sponsor, I am excited
about the potential of
SCORE to make a
significant difference
to our culture and
business performance
across the Group.
We are a people
business, therefore the
quality of our people
drives our performance
and SCORE defines
what Great looks like
at the SingTel Group.

Embracing leadership development has reaped multiple benefits for
SingTel. For example, PMs are now better prepared to help their
direct reports take responsibility over their own career and
development plans after attending the LPM WSQ module on ‘Enable
People’. SingTel’s recent engagement survey also showed the group
of employees who had received LPM WSQ training programmes
reflected a higher engagement score in response to their satisfaction
with their learning and development programmes compared with
other groups in Singapore.
In recognition for its exceptional leadership development and
programmes, SingTel has been awarded the prestigious “2014
Leadership 500 Excellence Awards” at the 2014 Global Leadership
Excellence Forum held in Vail, Colorado. SingTel won the 2nd place
under the “International Companies” category.

Bill Chang

Developing Rhythm Within
Tan Chew Yi, a Planning Manager who
manages capacity and production
planning, said the programme helped her
to examine herself and improve on the
way she has been working with others.
“I’ve been managing a team for almost
8 years. It was only during the module on
‘Develop Self’ that I did a self-reflection
and through the module on ‘Encourage
People’, I came to a better understanding
on what true communication is,” she
explained.
“I now know the importance of being a
good listener and how facial expression
and body language work together in
communicating effectively. These are
crucial for me in encouraging my team,
especially when handling tough situations.”

Practice Makes Perfect
SingTel has recently launched a new set of leadership development
competencies across the Group called “SCORE”, which stands for:
Strategic Thinking, Collaboration, Opportunity, Results, and Engage
& Develop Talent. These are critical leadership skills and capabilities
to drive the Group in its business transformation journey, and to
ensure that SingTel has the right competencies in the changing
business environment. LPM WSQ aligns well with the new
competencies under ‘SCORE’ and will continue to be used across
the business in Singapore as part of the learning roadmap for
leadership development in Singapore.
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ASE Singapore

– A Leading High-tech Manufacturing Player in Singapore
Advanced Semiconductor Engineering (ASE) Group is the world’s largest provider of independent semiconductor
manufacturing services in assembly and test. As a global leader, ASE provides a complete scope of services for the
semiconductor market; driven by superior technologies, breakthrough innovations, and advanced development
programs. Headquartered in Taiwan with a global presence including the Asia Pacific, North America and the Europe
region, the company currently employs more than 60,000 staff worldwide.
With contributions from Kaplan Professional

ASE Singapore has weathered some of the best and the worst
of the global economy despite having only informal training
during its early years.
“The skills gained made the employees fitter and more
resilient to face work situations but the training programmes
were ad-hoc then,” recalled Angelia Chan, Director of Human
Resources at ASE Singapore. “As the company continued to
grow, the management talent-spotted some young potentials
who can be further developed to be our future leaders, so we
started the Young Leaders Training programme to prepare
them for greater responsibilities.”
Among the initiatives in the Young Leaders Training
programme is the LPM WSQ Advanced Certificate in Team
Leadership offered by Kaplan Professional. Potential leaders
who have displayed consistent excellent performance abilities
were chosen to attend this programme in 2012 and 2013.
These trainees were put through 9 intensive modules,
including LPM WSQ modules ‘Develop Self’, ‘Encourage
People’, ‘Implement Change’ and ‘Support Team’ – to sharpen
their people management skills.
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Anticipating Key Note Changes
“The course effectively changed our mindsets and made us look deeper and
wider when tackling issues,” said Ong Chun Teck, an IT Manager who joined
ASE in 2012. Of the 9 modules he completed, the one that left the greatest
impact on him was ‘Implement Change’. It instilled in him why change is
necessary and how thinking out of the box is important when it comes to
problem solving.

People in the
company used
to be resistant to
change. Now, they
think creatively under
pressure and that
helped a lot.

“Before that, people in the company were resistant to change. Now, they are
more open to suggestions and new ways of doing things. This helped us think
creatively under pressure which aided us in our work,” he added.
He recalled how a recent system fault crippled ASE’s production floor and
disrupted the entire operation. To resolve the system failure, Chun Teck and
his team looked beyond the system and sought innovative methods to solve
the problem.

Ong Chun Teck

Developing Rhythm Within
Tan Chew Yi, a Planning Manager who
manages capacity and production
planning, said the programme helped her
to examine herself and improve on the
way she has been working with others.
“I’ve been managing a team for almost
8 years. It was only during the module on
‘Develop Self’ that I did a self-reflection
and through the module on ‘Encourage
People’, I came to a better understanding
on what true communication is,” she
explained.
“I now know the importance of being a
good listener and how facial expression
and body language work together in
communicating effectively. These are
crucial for me in encouraging my team,
especially when handling tough situations.”

Playing In Unity
Angelia observed that the strong relationships forged during the programme
were carried forward to the workplace. Everyone was willing to rally together
as the programme had fostered great synergy and excellent team spirit
among the participants.
“The management is greatly heartened by the results of our Young Leaders
Training programme. It has definitely given us the confidence to push ahead
with programmes in our pipeline for our supervisors and section leaders. We
believe these will assure us of a steady stream of potentials who are able
and ready to step into leadership positions that will steer ASE Singapore
steadily forward.”
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3M
– A Global Diversified Technology
Company in Singapore
Say the word 3M and images of green
and white stripes Scotch® products or
yellow Post-it® note pads may come to
mind but 3M as a global company, is
more than that. Since 1966, this company
has prided itself in producing tens of
thousands of imaginative products used
in many markets – from healthcare and
highway safety to office products and
abrasives and adhesives.
With a staff strength of 1,700 employees,
find out how the company plays
competitively for a win-win situation.

In 2013, a worldwide 3M Sales Competency Model was launched to
train the sales team. Mr. Arthur Fong, Managing Director of 3M
Singapore explained that the business climate was becoming more
competitive and wanted to enhance the selling and negotiation skills
of the sales team. Thus, fifty-two sales managers and key account
managers were sent to undertake the BM WSQ programme
‘Participate in negotiations’ offered by Capelle Academy, which was
conducted over three sessions.
The programme covered topics like negotiation skills, strategies of
negotiation, assertiveness in handling negotiations, negotiating for a
‘win-win’ outcome and planning prior to negotiation.

With contributions from Capelle Academy
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Negotiating For Success
Ms. Yip Lai Mei, 34, is a sales professional with more than six years experience with
3M. She has handled powerbrands like Command™ and Scotch-Brite® and is
not new to the high buzz of the sales industry. Yet she was glad that she had
attended the two-day programme.
“The workshops have not only honed our negotiation skills with key customers
and retailers but also enabled us to negotiate better with internal stakeholders,
support groups, marketers and supervisors,” she said.
Lai Mei meets buyers of different personalities, and while she negotiates to win,
the programme reminded her to keep the fine balance between being perceived
as aggressive by her customer and compromising on the company’s objective.
As a result, while she was coy in revealing figures, she confidently affirmed that
the value of the business grew to a double-digit growth for the year, exceeding
sales targets.

Consistent Sales Training
The Singapore office is the first in South East Asia to effect a training intervention
under the worldwide sales competency model. Mr. Alex Tan, Talent Development
Manager, HR, plans to further implement coaching of sales managers and sales
professionals by their supervisors in the last quarter.
With such disciplined effort, it won’t be a surprise that 3M Singapore will exceed
their business targets.

The workshops have not only
honed our negotiation skills with
key customers and retailers but
also enabled us to negotiate
better with internal stakeholders,
support groups, marketers
and supervisors.
Yip Lai Mei
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SINGAPORE
PRISON
SERVICE
– Captains of
Lives

The Singapore Prison Service (SPS) is a uniformed organisation and a key
member of the Home Team. Made up of a professional team of officers and
civilian staff, including psychologists, counselors, medical personnel and
management officers, SPS operates to ensure safe custody, rehabilitation,
aftercare of inmates and preventive education. SPS currently manages 14
institutions, which includes Changi Prison Complex (CPC), Prisons School,
and Operations and Security Command (OSC).
With contributions from Singapore Prison Service

SPS upholds the belief that prisons are not merely jailhouses.
They are also transformational places where lives that had been
led astray could be steered back on to the right track. Clearly,
anyone who works for SPS is dedicated to the cause of providing a
secure yet humane custody for inmates while aspiring to re-instill
a sense of purpose into the lives of the inmates. With difficult
working conditions and round-the-clock operations, SPS
therefore believes in developing its leaders across the ranks to
enable teams to perform their role as ‘Captains of Lives’ (COL).
SPS’ leadership competency model - MV SUBLIME - charts the
Leadership Development Roadmap for all prison officers, for both
senior and junior ranks. The roadmap comprises a suite of
leadership courses managed and conducted by the Prison Staff
Training School as well as programmes designed and delivered
by external training providers. This includes LPM WSQ programmes
delivered by the ready pool of LPM WSQ approved training
organisations.
LPM WSQ programmes address the leadership development
competencies of new entrant Senior Officers and a mix of
in-service officers who assume or will assume line management
and middle-management positions.
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SUP
(C-H)

[Directorate]

Supt

[SADs, Supts,
Acs]

DSP

[Ads, Dy Supts,
Managers, OCs]

RO – ASP

[SOs, Executives]

Entry Level: RO1/ASP1
[HUOs]

CW – SCW

[Chief PS, CW I&C]

S/SGT

[Snr PS]

Entry Level: CPL - SGT
[PS]

Positive relationship
encourages openness in
communication among the
officers. As a result, higher
job performance will be
achieved and subsequently,
contributes positively to the
higher order of SPS.
Rique Song

Mr. Rique Song, a Senior Prison Officer, is one such officer who has
benefitted from attending the LPM WSQ module ‘Cultivate Workplace
Relationships’. He learnt that good working relationships carry utmost
importance in forming a cohesive and efficient team. This has helped
him tremendously as he is part of the pioneering team that manages
Courthouse Lock-Ups and is motivated to make a difference. According
to him, managing a first-time person-in-custody requires tact, experience
and most of all, assertiveness. Communicating without offending or
isolating people is therefore a fine balance to manage.
After attending the LPM WSQ programme, Mr. Rique was able to apply the
conflict management and effective communication skills to build better
bonds among his team members and align them towards a common goal.
He also learnt that recognising effort along the journey, even if the final
result isn’t as expected, is often sufficient to motivate someone to do
better. For inmates, this is especially important to help sustain their
motivation to turn over a new leaf.
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WINSTON ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
– A One-stop Pump Solution Company
Incorporated in 1977, Winston Engineering is a leading
pump company in Southeast Asia that specialises in
various range of pumps for a wide array of industries,
such as ceramic products, chemical processing,
pharmaceutical, oil and gas, water supply and irrigation,
waste water, mining, agriculture, electronics, food
processing, marine, etc.
The company is staffed by a team of highly motivated
employees, who are committed to delivering high
performance with precision. With a state-of-the-art
testing bay, customers are able to benefit from real-time
testing capabilities.
Winston Engineering recognises the importance of leadership
in today’s dynamic business environment. As part of its
development plan for its Managers, 17 managers, including 2
Directors, were sent for up to 6 LPM WSQ modular programmes.
As the programmes were contextualised for the company and
conducted by SeraphCorp at its in-house training facility, the
team engaged in role plays and discussions centred on the
company’s workplace scenarios. This helped to promote better
understanding among the team for handling conflicts and other
difficult situations. With the positive outcome from the training
for the Singapore team, Winston Engineering plans to extend
the programme to its team of managers in Malaysia.
With contributions from SeraphCorp Institute
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Leading the Way
Mr. Henry Ong, the Managing Director, had also attended
someof the WSQ modules in spite of his tight schedule. The
module on “Manage Self” made him more mindful of his
emotions and how to better manage them while applying
different techniques to handle employees of various
personalities.

“People are the assets of the Company. We value all our
employees, and we need leaders who can lead and motivate the
employees effectively towards achieving the common goal,” said
Mr. Ong.
Mr. Ong sees himself as a democratic leader and is firm but
compassionate towards employees who need help. His open-door
leadership has gained him a lot of respect from employees.

People are the assets of the Company. We value
all our employees, and we need leaders who can
lead and motivate the employees effectively
towards achieving the common goal.
Henry Ong
Achieving Harmony Together
Newcomer Mr. Alfred R. Ellesia, Head of
Department, attests to the open-door policy
practiced in the company and is impressed that
the organisation has an extremely low staff
turnover rate. In fact, most staff has stayed
between 5 to 30 years.
Alfred, however, faces a different set of challenges.
Managing a staff strength of 19 from all walks of
life, his challenge is to get everyone to work
together and to accept change in the face of
local and global competition. Although some of
the seniors were initially resistant towards
accepting changes, the LPM WSQ modules
helped Alfred to overcome his challenges by

providing him with solutions on how to rally the
team leaders and seniors to upgrade their skills,
take on new responsibilities and embrace change.

Future Training Plans
Winston Engineering believes in leadership at
every level and has cascaded the LPM WSQ
programme to staff levels as well. Currently, 10 of its
staff are on their way to completing the WSQ
Professional Diploma in Leadership & People
Management which comprises 6 core LPM WSQ
modules and 2 electives. Some new staff joining
the company will also be undergoing the LPM
WSQ “Develop Self” module to understand and
manage themselves as well as others better.
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PROPERTYGURU
– Singapore’s Leading Property Portal
PropertyGuru, Singapore’s leading property portal was established in
2006 and has the largest online property database with more than 50
million average page views per month. With several awards tucked under
its belt, the online portal offers access to multi-media rich content
covering property and home-related products, services, advice and tools.
With a strong regional presence in Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand,
Property Guru has a network of web portals to cater to these countries.
With contributions from Capelle Academy

PropertyGuru leveraged on LPM WSQ programmes to support
its thrust to strengthen leadership within the organisation. As a
first step, it has developed the leadership capabilities of 16
management and second line managers through the LPM
WSQ programmes “Lead & Influence People” and “People
Leadership & Self Management”, delivered by Capelle Academy.
Mr. Ong Chun Pheng, Group Head of Agency Management
and Customer Contact Centre, shared that the programme has
taught him how to adopt different leadership styles to manage
his team of telesales and customer care consultants in
different situations. He has also learnt to provide effective
guidance and direction to his team of managers, especially
during team huddles, and has been imparting many invaluable
lessons to his team.
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Mr. Ong finds himself more effective at work now
because he is able to apply the theoretical leadership
concepts to real-life situations. Since putting theory
into practice, his working relationship with his team
improved tremendously. The recent internal Upward
Review reports submitted by his team were clear proof
that transformation had taken place.
With his improved team relationship, Mr. Ong was able
to empower and motivate his team to reach for greater
heights, going beyond achieving their sales targets to
exceeding them. As a result, the team had the positive
experience of recognition and acknowledgement for
their efforts by Mr. Ong and the Company, in addition
to the monetary rewards for good performance.
Mr. Ong is inspired by the positive changes and
takeaways from these WSQ courses, and is committed
to developing capable leaders within the company.
The next phase of leadership development for
PropertyGuru will be in the area of Performance
management; it is therefore envisioned that the
Company will continue to do well with a highly
motivated team and competent leaders.

‘Leading People’
and ‘Managing Self’
units had helped
me adopt several
leadership styles
needed to manage
my team in different
situations, especially
the telesales
consultants and
customer care
consultants.
Ong Chun Pheng
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MINTAT CONSTRUCTION PTE LTD
– A Building Construction Company Committed
to Quality and Excellence
Mintat Construction Pte Ltd was formed in 2006 and had been
in business in Singapore for 7 years. Mintat is an associate
company of Kienta Engineering Construction Pte Ltd, which was
formed in 1972. It is currently registered with the Building &
Construction Authority (BCA) as a C1 contractor in the general
construction category. The company is responsible for general
building, interior decoration, renovation and retrofitting works.

With contributions from The Singapore National Employers Federation
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“A leader in Mintat needs to plan, lead and organise the
entire team,” said Mr. Zanudin Salleh, a Director of Mintat
Construction, who is currently managing two major upgrading
projects for the Housing & Development Board (HDB).
He has recently graduated with a LPM WSQ Graduate
Diploma in Organisational Leadership that he took at the
Singapore National Employers Federation (SNEF) and
highly recommends it.
The LPM WSQ Graduate Diploma in Organisational Leadership
qualification comprises modules that help deliver strategic
and creative solutions that will influence change in a
profession, community or organisation. For Mr. Zanudin,
the course is highly valued as it has helped him create an

environment that continuously enhances human capital
for strategic organisational success.
As the Director of the company, he steers the helm in growing
and developing future leaders. The programme has taught
him not just about growing leaders and retaining the best,
but also motivating those who are underperforming. It has
also instilled in him how to communicate without offending
and alienating members. As a leader, it is important for him to
know how to communicate his vision of how things could be
— and to guide his team members towards achieving the end
goal. Such skills are crucial to a leader to ensure productivity
and effectiveness.

Apart from character and technical
competency, what is important is his
or her interpersonal skills.To be able to
engage everyone who is involved in a
project is perhaps the crux for a smooth
completion within the deadline.
Zanudin Salleh

What Defines a Virtuoso
Mintat Construction has a compact yet healthy staff
strength of 10. Mr. Zanudin would like to train them up so
that in future, they could be leaders like him too.
Choosing to promote someone within the company
isn’t as difficult as it seems.
“He or she needs to be competent, a fast learner, and
a quick problem solver,” said Mr. Zanudin. “Apart from
character and technical competency, what is important is

his or her interpersonal skills. To be able to engage
everyone who is involved in a project is perhaps the
crux for a smooth completion within the deadline.”
Recently, he has promoted Mr. Edwin Goh, a young
engineer in Mintat, to the position of an Assistant Project
Manager. He believes that Edwin will prove to be a good
leader and plans to send him to attend LPM WSQ
courses to further hone his leadership and people
management skills.
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*SCAPE CO. LTD
– Be Inspired to Dream it and Live it
*SCAPE Co. Ltd is a non-profit organisation
with its mission and vision rooted in the support
of youth, talent and leadership development.
Since its inception in 2007, *SCAPE has been
the heartbeat of youth culture in Singapore. It
aims to facilitate youth-oriented programmes
to empower and inspire young people within
various communities across Singapore.

With contributions from Singapore Institute of Retail Studies/NYP
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Thousands of young people with a broad
spectrum of interests are engaged with
*SCAPE’s creative and cutting edge events,
ranging from dance, music, urban sports
and theatre to fashion, visual arts and
entrepreneurship. At *SCAPE, youth are
encouraged to pursue their passions and
develop their potential for greater things in
the future, through their integrated talent
and resource hub. Those who are hungry
to explore and create will always find
something for themselves there.

Building A System That Works
Lynette Leong, founder of Faburikku, tells the story of how she transformed her handcraft
business after attending the programme.
Her typical day starts with opening the store in the morning. She replenishes stocks and
does some housekeeping before serving walk-in customers for the rest of the day. Apart
from that, she also answers enquiries through emails, updates Facebook with her latest
products. At the end of the day, she goes home to make new products to replace the
ones that were sold.
The BM WSQ programme alerted Lynette to the key factors influencing today’s customers.
“It helped me pay more attention to customers’ preferences and expectations.” She also
learned to engage customers and gather valuable feedback.
After completion of the programme and gathering customer feedback, she reviewed and
fine-tuned Faburikku’s sales and marketing strategies. For example, the handcrafted fashion
accessories are physically small thus did not capture shoppers’ attention easily. She took
her regular customers’ suggestion and displayed the accessories on mannequins
instead. By analysing shoppers’ behaviour towards the new displays and making
adjustments accordingly, Faburikku has experienced increased traffic and sales
turnover.
Lynette also applied her learning by launching a sales promotion that provided
customers with a 10% discount on their total bill when they made a minimum purchase of 3
items. This was conceived through observation that customers tended to buy 2 to 3
items in a single transaction. The promotion led to an increase in the number of items
purchased per transaction, as well as delighting customers with discounts.
It has been a year since Lynette attended the BM WSQ programme but she is proud to
report that the strategies she learnt and applied have helped produce sustainable
results for Faburikku in Singapore’s competitive retail environment.

Contributions and collaborations through
entrepreneurships make up a huge part
of *SCAPE’s initiatives. As *SCAPE supports
enterprising youths in pursuing and realising
their ideas, a total of 15 retail entrepreneurs
from *SCAPE were supported to attend the
BM WSQ programme ‘Analyse the impact
of customer behaviour on sales & marketing
strategies’, facilitated by Singapore Institute of
Retail Studies/NYP.

It helps me pay more
attention to customers’
preferences and
expectations.
Lynette Leong
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– Virtuosos Are Not Born,
They Are Made
Normah Binti Ahmad is 41 years old and
started working as an administrative
assistant for Yew Choon Technology since
1998 when the company was newly
established. Over the years, she has
assumed bigger roles, progressing from
administrative and operations support to
her current role as a Management
Executive handling human resource,
safety, accounts and administration.

Ayu Binte Mohd Yusof is 44 years
old and has been working at Tan
Tock Seng Hospital for the past 14
years. She started out as an office
assistant and slowly worked her
way to her current position as a
Senior Executive Assistant, which
requires her to supervise 7 staff.
With contributions from Mendaki SENSE
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Ms. Normah believes leaders can be moulded
and groomed. Despite having only completed
lower secondary school, she is now able to
communicate confidently with people across
levels. Her confidence has been boosted with
the WSQ courses she attended at Mendaki
SENSE since 2008. In spite of being a full-time
mother to three children and having financial
limitations, her enthusiasm to pursue lifelong
learning was not dampened.
After attending several LPM WSQ courses,
Normah received her WSQ Advanced
Certificate in Team Leadership. She learnt how
to engage and encourage her staff and is also
more open to embracing new ideas and
learning now.

Ms. Ayu works in the billing department that handles billing disputes, patients’ bills,
insurance and Medisave claims submission, etc. Her role as a supervisor is to ensure
correct submissions by the given deadline, liaise billing queries and provide training to her
teammates on work processes.
After attending the LPM WSQ courses leading to the WSQ
Advanced Certificate in Team Leadership at Mendaki SENSE,
she came to understand how good and bad communications
can affect daily life and job performance. She learnt that
appropriate communication styles can develop teams and
communication barriers can destroy them.
Ayu also realised that she should value feedback and receive it
with trust, openness and positivity. Half of her existing teammates
used to be unwilling to give feedback as they felt that she ignored
and did not appreciate their feedback. However, they now feel
more at ease to discuss issues freely. “Grievances are no
longer voiced out as lunch gossip but are being discussed and
acknowledged openly in an official setting with me,” she said.
Ayu believes the success of a company is attributed to group
effort thus people at all levels should be made to feel
appreciated.

Scan this QR Code to
watch a learning video.

CONTACT OUR KEY TRAINING
PROVIDERS FOR INFORMATION ON
LPM / BM WSQ PROGRAMMES
LPM WSQ / BM WSQ

LPM WSQ

BM WSQ

Capelle Academy
Tel: 6325 4982
Email: contactus@capelleacademy.com
Website: www.capelleacademy.com

Mendaki SENSE
Tel: 6478 3100
Email: mendakisense_enquiries@mendaki.org.sg
Website: www.mendaki-sense.com.sg

SIM Professional Development
Tel: 6248 9419
Email: funded-prog@sim.edu.sg
Website: pd.sim.edu.sg/funded

Kaplan Professional
Tel: 6309 5738
Email: enquiry.sg@kaplan.com
Website: www.kaplan.com.sg/professional

SeraphCorp Institute
Tel: 6468 4113
Email: wsq@seraphcorp.net
Website: www.seraphcorp.net

Singapore Institute of Retail Studies/NYP
Tel: 6222 7477
Email: info@sirs.edu.sg
Website: www.sirs.edu.sg

Singapore National Employers Federation
Tel: 6827 6927
Email: trg@snef.org.sg
Website: www.snef.org.sg

Training Vision Institute
Tel: 6325 1068
Email: enquiries@trainingvision.com.sg
Website: www.trainingvision.com.sg

SMG Training Systems
Tel: 6323 8020
Email: enquiry@smgts.biz
Website: www.smgts.biz

Programme Partners

Programme Partners

Programme Partners

1 Marina Boulevard
#16-01 One Marina Boulevard
Singapore 018989
Tel: 6883 5885 Fax: 6512 1111
Email: wda_enquiry@wda.gov.sg
Website: www.wda.gov.sg
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